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ABSTRACT
Knowledge of the intrinsic shape of galaxy clusters is very important in investigating cosmic
structure formation and astrophysical processes. The reconstruction of the 3D structure usually
relies on deprojecting 2D X-ray, Sunyaev–Zeldovich (SZ) and/or gravitational lensing obser-
vations. As known, a joint analysis of these data sets can provide the elongation of the cluster
along the line of sight together with its length and width in the plane of the sky. An unbiased
measurement of the Hubble constant can be also inferred. Due to some intrinsic degeneracies,
the observational constraints obtained from such projected data sets are not enough to allow an
unique inversion. In general, the projected maps can be at the same time compatible with pro-
late, oblate and with many triaxial configurations. Even a prolate cluster might be interpreted
as an oblate system and vice versa. Assuming that the cluster is axially symmetric is likely to
overestimate the intrinsic ellipticity, whereas the system always looks rounder performing the
inversion under the hypothesis of a triaxial cluster aligned with the line of sight. In general,
analysing triaxial clusters under the prolate or oblate assumption may introduce strong biases
even when the clusters are actually near to axial symmetry whereas the systematics introduced
assuming the cluster to be aligned with the line of sight are more under control.
Key words: gravitational lensing – galaxies: clusters: general – cosmic microwave background
– cosmology: observations – distance scale – X-rays: galaxies: clusters.
1 I N T RO D U C T I O N
The determination of the intrinsic shape of astronomical objects is a
classic topic. The intrinsic structure of galaxies or cluster of galaxies
directly probes the cosmic structure formation suggesting how ma-
terial aggregates from large-scale perturbations (West 1994). It also
contains evidence about the nature and mechanisms of interaction
of baryons and dark matter, since processes such as virialization,
dissipation or gas cooling tend to make systems more spherical,
especially in the inner regions (Kazantzidis et al. 2004).
The complex structure of haloes also affects mass estimates
(Gavazzi 2005) and could cause a significant bias in estimating
the inner density matter slope and the concentration parameter of
matter haloes (Oguri et al. 2005). These quantities are crucial for
any attempt at high-precision cosmology and when comparing ob-
servations with theoretical predictions from numerical simulations
(Voit 2005).
The first attempts to determine 3D morphologies were based on
statistical approaches consisting in the inversion of the distribution
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of apparent shapes. Hubble (1926) first determined the relative fre-
quencies with which galaxies of a given intrinsic ellipticity, oriented
at random, are observed as having various apparent projected ellip-
ticities. Several following studies have then applied similar meth-
ods to different classes of astronomical objects (Noerdlinger 1979;
Binggeli 1980; Binney & de Vaucouleurs 1981; Fasano & Vio 1991;
de Theije, Katgert & van Kampen 1995; Mohr et al. 1995; Ryden
1996; Basilakos, Plionis & Maddox 2000; Cooray 2000; Thakur &
Chakraborty 2001; Alam & Ryden 2002; Plionis, Basilakos &
Tovmassian 2004; Paz et al. 2006). With the exception of disc galax-
ies, prolate-like shapes appear to dominate all cosmic structure on
a large scale.
Together with statistical studies, the deprojection of single objects
was also investigated. Based on the Fourier slice theorem, Rybicki
(1987) argued that, due to a cone of ignorance in the Fourier space,
the deprojection cannot be unique, even assuming axial symmetry.
Gerhard & Binney (1996) further showed that either discy or boxy
3D distributions can be compatible with the same projected image.
Clusters of galaxies have the strong advantage that their structure
can be routinely probed with very heterogeneous data sets at very
different wavelengths. This consideration boosted studies on how
combining X-ray surface brightness and spectral observations of
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the intracluster medium (ICM), Sunyaev–Zeldovich effect (SZE)
and gravitational lensing (GL) observations. One of the main result
that can be obtained combining different data sets is breaking the
degeneracy between the line-of-sight elongation and the distance
to the cluster, which allows in principle an unbiased estimate of
the Hubble constant (Fox & Pen 2002). The deprojection of the
density distribution was also reconsidered. Zaroubi et al. (1998)
proposed a method based on the axial symmetry assumption and
on the extrapolation of the image Fourier transform into the cone
of ignorance. Alternative procedures can be based either on the
iterative Richardson Lucy deconvolution and again assuming axial
symmetry (Reblinsky 2000; Puchwein & Bartelmann 2006) or on a
perturbation approach (Dore´ et al. 2001). De Filippis et al. (2005)
and Sereno et al. (2006) finally applied a joint X-ray plus SZE
parametric analysis to a sample of 25 clusters, finding that prolate
rather than oblate shapes seem to be preferred, with signs of a more
general triaxial morphology.
Many of the above methods, despite very insightful, often rely
on very restrictive assumptions, sometimes not clearly stated, and
aim to obtain very general results. The methods are then usually
tested with the application to some numerical simulations, so that
possible degeneracies in the deprojection techniques can be easily
oversought. In this paper I propose a simple analytical discussion
aimed to explore what are the features of the cluster shape that we
can really measure by combining X-ray, SZE and GL data and under
which conditions the deprojection can be performed unequivocally.
The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, I describe how a 3D
ellipsoid casts on the plane of the sky. Section 3 briefly presents the
main characteristics of X-ray, SZE and GL observations, whereas
Section 4 discusses which constraints about cluster shape and ori-
entation can be inferred. In Section 5, I consider when only a single
deprojection is allowed, whereas Section 6 treats the error made on
the determination of the cluster shape under particular assumptions.
Section 7 is devoted to when and how a prolate cluster can appear
as oblate and vice versa. At the end, Section 8 contains some final
considerations.
2 P RO J E C T E D E L L I P S O I D S
High resolution N-body simulations have clearly shown that the den-
sity profiles of matter haloes are aspherical and how such profiles
can be accurately described by concentric triaxial ellipsoids with
aligned axes (Jing & Suto 2002). Then, the electron density of the
ICM can be assumed to be constant on a family of similar, concen-
tric, coaxial ellipsoids. The ICM distribution in clusters of galaxies
in hydrostatic equilibrium traces the gravitational potential. Since
we are considering a triaxial elliptical gas distribution, the gravi-
tational potential turns out to be constant on a family of similar,
concentric, coaxial ellipsoids. Elliptical gravitational potential can
turn unphysical for extreme axial ratios, giving negative density re-
gions or very unlikely configurations, but as far as inner regions are
considered, they can provide very suitable approximations.
In an intrinsic orthogonal coordinate system centred on the clus-
ter’s barycentre and whose coordinates are aligned with its principal
axes, a spheroidal ICM profile can be described by only one radial
variable ζ ,
ζ 2 ≡
3
∑
i=1
e2i x
2
i,int. (1)
Along each axis, ei is the inverse of the corresponding core radius
in units of a scalelength rc. Without loss of generality, we can fix
e3 = 1, which means that our reference scalelength is the core radius
along x3,int. For an axially symmetric cluster, if the polar axis is
aligned with the third coordinate axis, ei = {1/qint, 1/qint, 1} for
a prolate model and ei = {qint, qint, 1} for an oblate model, where
qint  1 is the intrinsic axial ratio.
When viewed from an arbitrary direction, quantities constant
on similar ellipsoids project themselves on similar ellipses (Stark
1977). Three rotation angles relate the intrinsic to the observer’s
coordinate system, that is, the three Euler’s angles, θEu, ϕEu and ψEu
of the three principal cluster axes with respect to the observer. A
rotation through the first two Euler’s angles is sufficient to align
the x3,obs-axis of the observer coordinates system {xi,obs} with what-
ever direction. In what follows, I will assume that the x3,obs-axis is
aligned with the line of sight to the observer, that is, the direction
connecting the observer to the cluster centre. Then, in the intrinsic
system, the line of sight has polar angles {θ , φ} = {θEu, ϕEu −
π/2}. With a third rotation, ψEu, we can properly align the x1,obs-
and x2,obs-axes in the plane of the sky. In general, ψEu is the angle in
the plane of the sky between the projection of the x3,int- and x2,obs-
axes. Unfortunately, the direction of the x3,int-axis is not known, so
that we cannot choose a reference system in the plane of the sky
such that ψEu = 0. Then, if not stated otherwise we will line up the
x1,obs- and x2,obs-axes with the axes of the projected ellipses.
The ellipticity and the orientation of the projected ellipses depend
only on the intrinsic geometry and orientation of the system. The
axial ratio of the major to the minor axis of the observed projected
isophotes, ep(1), can be written as (Binggeli 1980)
ep =
√
j + l +
√
( j − l)2 + 4k2
j + l −
√
( j − l)2 + 4k2
, (2)
where j, k and l are defined as
j = e21e22 sin2 θEu + e21 cos2 θEu cos2 ϕEu
+ e22 cos2 θEu sin2 ϕEu, (3)
k = (e21 − e22
)
sin ϕEu cos ϕEu cos θEu, (4)
l = e21 sin2 ϕEu + e22 cos2 ϕEu. (5)
As discussed earlier, the projected direction of the x3,int-axis is
not known. If we assume that the coordinate axes in the plane of the
sky lie along the axes of the isophotes then (Binney 1985)
ψEu = 12 arctan
(
2k
j − l
)
. (6)
The apparent principal axis that lies furthest from the projection of
the x3,int-axis on to the plane of the sky is the apparent major axis if
(Binney 1985)
( j − l) cos 2ψEu + 2k sin 2ψEu  0 (7)
or the apparent minor axis otherwise. In general the right-hand side
of equation (6) is the angle between the principal axes of the ob-
served ellipses and the projection on to the sky of the x3,int-axis.
The observed cluster angular core radius θ p is the projection on
the plane of the sky of the cluster angular intrinsic core radius (Stark
1977),
θp ≡ θc
(
ep
e1e2
)1/2
f 1/4, (8)
where θ c ≡ rc/Dd, with Dd the angular diameter distance to the
cluster, and f is a function of the cluster shape and orientation,
f = e21 sin2 θEu sin2 ϕEu + e22 sin2 θEu cos2 ϕEu + cos2 θEu. (9)
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3 M U LT I WAV E L E N G T H O B S E RVAT I O N S
In this section, I briefly summarize the main features of X-ray, SZE
and GL observations. As a reference model, we consider a cluster
electron density distribution, ne, described by an ellipsoidal triaxial
β-model. In the intrinsic coordinate system,
ne = ne0
(
1 + ζ
2
r 2c
)−3β/2
, (10)
where β is the slope, rc is the core radius and ne0 is the central
electron density. We are interested in observed quantities which are
given by projection along the line of sight of powers of the electron
density ne. The projection of a generic power m of ne, as given in
equation (10), can be written as (De Filippis et al. 2005)
∫
los
nme (l) dl = nme0
√
π
	 [3mβ/2 − 1/2]
	 [3mβ/2]
Ddθc√ f
×
(
1 + θ
2
1 + e2pθ22
θ 2p
)(1−3mβ)/2
, (11)
where θi ≡ xi,obs/Dd is the projected angular position on the plane of
the sky of xi,obs. The quantity rc/
√ f in equation (11) represents the
half-size of the ellipsoid along the line of sight. It can be conveniently
rewritten as
rc√ f ≡
rp
e

, (12)
which represents the definition of the elongation e
; rp(≡ Dd θp) is
the projected radius. If e
 < 1, then the cluster is more elongated
along the line of sight than wide in the plane of the sky. In terms of
the elongation, the projected core radius can be expressed as
θp ≡ θc
(
epe

e1e2
)1/3
. (13)
In a Friedmann–Lemaı tre–Robertson–Walker universe filled with
pressureless matter and with a cosmological constant, the angular
diameter distance between the redshift zd and a source at zs is (Sereno
et al. 2001, and references therein)
D(zd, zs) = cH0
1
1 + zs
1
|K0|Sinn
(
∫ zs
zd
|K0|
E(z) dz
)
(14)
with
E(z) ≡ H (z)
H0
=
√
M0(1 + z)3 + 0 + K0(1 + z)2, (15)
where H0, M0 and 0 are the Hubble parameter, the normalized
energy density of pressureless matter and the reduced cosmological
constant at z = 0, respectively. K0 is given by K0 ≡ 1 − M0 −
0, and Sinn is defined as being sinh when K0 > 0, sin when
K0 < 0, and as the identity when K0 = 0.
3.1 X-ray surface brightness
Cluster X-ray emission is due to bremsstrahlung and line radia-
tion resulting from electron–ion collisions in the high-temperature
plasma (kBTe ≈ 8 − 10 keV, with kB being the Boltzmann constant).
The X-ray surface brightness SX can be written as
SX = 14π(1 + z)4
∫
los
n2ee(Te,Z) dl, (16)
where e is the cooling function of the ICM in the cluster rest
frame and depends on the ICM temperature Te and metallicity Z .
Assuming an isothermal plasma with constant metallicity and taking
the result from equation (11) for m = 2, we get
SX = SX0
(
1 + θ
2
1 + e2pθ22
θ2p
)1/2−3β
, (17)
where the central surface brightness SX0 reads
SX0 ≡ e4√π(1 + z)4 n
2
e0
Ddθp
e

	(3β − 1/2)
	(3β) . (18)
3.2 The Sunyaev–Zeldovich effect
Photons of the cosmic microwave background (CMB) that pass
through the hot ICM of a cluster interact with its energetic electrons
through inverse Compton scattering, slightly distorting the CMB
spectrum. This is the SZE (Sunyaev & Zeldovich 1970; Birkinshaw
1999), which is proportional to the electron pressure integrated along
the line of sight. The measured temperature decrement 
TSZ of the
CMB is given by

TSZ
TCMB
= fSZ(ν, Te)σTkB
mec2
∫
los
neTe dl, (19)
where TCMB is the temperature of the CMB, σ T the Thompson cross-
section, me the electron mass, c the speed of light in vacuum and
f SZ(ν, Te) accounts for relativistic corrections at frequency ν. For
an isothermal β-model, taking the result in equation (11) for m =
1, we obtain

TSZ = 
T0
(
1 + θ
2
1 + e2pθ22
θ 2p
)1/2−3β/2
, (20)
where 
 T0 is the central temperature decrement which includes all
the physical constants and the terms resulting from the line-of-sight
integration

T0 ≡ TCMB fSZ(ν, Te)σTkBTe
mec2
ne0
√
π
× Ddθp
e

	(3β/2 − 1/2)
	(3β/2) . (21)
3.3 Gravitational lensing
Clusters of galaxies act as lenses deflecting light rays from back-
ground galaxies. In contrast to SZE and X-ray emission, GL does
not probe the ICM but maps the total mass. The cluster total mass
can be related to its gas distribution if the intracluster gas is assumed
to be in hydrostatic equilibrium in the cluster gravitational poten-
tial. If we assume that the gas is isothermal and that non-thermal
processes do not to contribute significantly to the gas pressure, the
total dynamical mass density can be expressed as
ρtot = −
(
kBTe
4πGμmp
)
∇2 (ln ne) , (22)
where G is the gravitational constant and μmp is the mean particle
mass of the gas. Ellipsoidal ICM distributions determine ellipsoidal
potentials, which are widely used in GL analyses (Schneider, Ehlers
& Falco 1992).
If we assume that the ICM follows a β-model distribution, the
projected mass density can be subsequently derived (De Filippis
et al. 2005). The lensing effect is determined by the convergence
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k = /cr which is the cluster surface mass density in units of the
critical density cr,
cr ≡ c
2
4πG
Ds
Dd Dds
, (23)
where Dds is the angular diameter distance from the lens to the source
and Ds is the angular diameter distances from the observer to the
lens. The convergence reads (De Filippis et al. 2005)
k = k0
(
1 + e
2
p
1 + e2p
θ21 + θ 22
θ2p
)(
1 + θ
2
1 + e2pθ22
θ 2p
)−3/2
, (24)
where
k0 = 3πβ kBTe
c2μmp
1
e

(
1 + e2p
) 1
θp
Dds
Ds
. (25)
The convergence can be measured either through a weak lensing
analysis of statistical distortion of images of background galax-
ies or by fitting the observed surface mass density to multiple im-
age strong lensing systems. Although the hypotheses of hydrostatic
equilibrium and isothermal gas are very strong, total mass densities
obtained under such assumptions can yield accurate estimates even
in dynamically active clusters with irregular X-ray morphologies
(De Filippis et al. 2004).
4 J O I N T A NA LY S I S O F H E T E RO G E N E O U S
DATA S E T S
This section discusses which geometrical constraints on the cluster
shape can be inferred from projected maps.
4.1 Unknown parameters
The intrinsic shape of an ellipsoidal cluster is described by two axis
ratios, e1 and e2. Its orientation is fixed by three Euler’s angles, θEu,
φEu and ψEu.
The density ICM profile is characterized by some other scale pa-
rameters. For a β-model, three additional parameters come in: the
central density normalization, ne0, the slope index, β and the core
radius rc. Then, 5 + 3 parameters characterize the ICM distribution.
Under the hypothesis of isothermality, a single value, Te, charac-
terizes the temperature of the cluster. If the metallicity is nearly
constant, then another parameter Z is enough to describe this quan-
tity.
The cosmological dependence enters through the cosmological
distances. For a flat model of universe, the distance–redshift relation
is determined by two parameters: the Hubble constant, H0, and the
matter density parameter, M0.
4.2 Observational constraints
As seen before, 3D ellipsoids are cast in 2D projected ellipses. By
fitting an elliptical profile to the X-ray and/or SZE data, both the
projected axis ratio, ep, and the orientation angle can be measured
providing two constraints on the intrinsic shape
ep = ep(e1, e2; θEu, ϑEu), (26)
ψEu = ψEu(e1, e2; θEu, ϑEu). (27)
Equation (27) expresses the freedom to align the isophotes with the
coordinate axis.
Together with the shape and orientation of the ellipses, the fitting
procedure can also provide further constraints on the density profile.
In particular, for a β-model, the slope β and the projected core radius
θ p can also be determined from data.
βobs = β, (28)
θp = θp(e1, e2; e
(e1, e2; θEu, ϑEu)), (29)
where we have made clear the dependence on the unknown quanti-
ties.
Besides these constraints on the density profile, the temperature of
the ICM, as well as its metallicity, can be inferred from spectroscopic
X-ray observations with sufficient spectral resolution
Te = Tobs, (30)
Z = Zobs. (31)
The observed values of the central surface brightness, SX0, equa-
tion (18), of the central temperature decrement, 
 T0, equation (21),
and of the GL convergence, equation (25), provide three further con-
straints,
SX0 ∝ n
2
e0
e

Dd, (32)

T0 ∝ ne0
e

Dd, (33)
k0 ∝ 1
e

Dds
Ds
. (34)
The dependence on the elongation of the cluster shows up both in
the relation between the projected and intrinsic core radius, equa-
tion (29), and in the expression of the central quantities, equations
(32)–(34). The convergence k depends on the cosmology through
the ratio of distances Dds/Ds. Therefore k depends only the cosmo-
logical density parameters i, and not on the Hubble constant H0.
In all, we have two observational constraints less than the unknown
parameters, so that the system is underconstrained.
4.3 Inferred quantities
Let us see what we can learn on the cluster structure. Equations (29),
(30) and (31) refer specifically to an isothermal β-model with con-
stant metallicity. In any case, they show a general feature: the pa-
rameters which describe the temperature and density profile can be
derived in principle with accurate spectroscopic and photometric
observations even for more complicated models. Instead, we are
mainly interested in the intrinsic shape (two parameters) and orien-
tation (three parameters) of the cluster. As a first step, let us assume
that the cosmological density parameters are independently known,
so that cosmological distances are known apart from an overall fac-
tor proportional to the Hubble constant, Di ∝ c/H0. Then, the system
of equations (32)–(34) is closed and can be simply solved,
ne0 ∝ SX0

T0
, (35)
e
 ∝ 1k0 , (36)
H0 ∝ k0 SX0

T 20
. (37)
As well known, combining SZ and X-ray observations only fixes the
central gas density. On the other hand, the degeneracy between the
Hubble constant and the physical size of the cluster along the line of
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sight can be broken only with the additional information provided
by GL under the assumption of hydrostatic equilibrium (Fox & Pen
2002).
Observations of either multiple strong lensing image systems or
weak lensing of background sources with well-determined photo-
metric redshifts could provide further information on the cosmo-
logical parameters i. In fact, the value of k0 changes according
to the redshift zs of the lensed source through the ratio Dds/Ds, so
that for each background source redshift we have an additional con-
straint on the geometry of the universe. With a sufficient number
of image systems at different redshifts an estimate of all cosmo-
logical parameters involved could therefore be performed (Sereno
2002). Stacking GL data of systems at different redshifts will then
provide information on the cosmology and will reduce the obser-
vational uncertainties on the density parameters but will not add
constraints on the intrinsic shape of the cluster. One image system
is enough to break the degeneracy between the Hubble constant and
the elongation of the cluster. On the other hand, if we trust indepen-
dent estimates of the Hubble constant, then SZ and X-ray data are
enough to measure the elongation of the cluster and we do not need
the additional theoretical constraint of hydrostatic equilibrium and
the observational GL data.
From the above analysis it is clear that even relying on extraor-
dinarily accurate projected X-ray, SZE and GL maps, the intrinsic
shape of the cluster cannot be unambiguously inferred. The only in-
formation that we can establish on the cluster is its width and length
in the plane of the sky, that is, rp and rp/ep, and its size along the
line of sight, rp/e
; rp is related to the intrinsic scalelength through
equation (29). Furthermore, we have a relation which expresses the
third Euler’s angle, ψEu in terms of the other intrinsic parameters.
These four constraints are what an astronomer dealing with pro-
jected X-ray, SZE and GL maps can use to determine the (two)
intrinsic axial ratios, the (three) orientation angles and the (one)
intrinsic length-scale of the cluster.
4.4 On a general density distribution
The isothermal β-model can be sometimes inaccurate (Rasia et al.
2006) but the conclusions on what we can learn on the 3D structure
of galaxy clusters from projected maps do not change considering
more accurate models. The temperature profile should account for
a central cool region, if any, and a gradient al large radii (Vikhlinin
et al. 2006). In the same way, the ICM density profile should be able
to account for a possible central steep increase of the surface bright-
ness and a change of slope at larger radii (Vikhlinin et al. 2006).
Accurate modelling is required when studying the ICM physics or
when reliable mass estimates have to be obtained from deep obser-
vations but, as far as an insight on which physical constraints on the
3D shape we can get from projected maps is concerned, the con-
clusions are not affected. Constraints obtained using more accurate
models are more reliable but do not allow to break any degeneracy
discussed in the framework of the β-model. In fact degeneracies are
connected to the ellipsoidal intrinsic structure, not to the specific
features of the radial profile. Then, whatever the model used, what
can be inferred on the cluster intrinsic structure is its elongation,
ellipticity and orientation of the isophotes, together with an esti-
mate of the Hubble constant (if GL data are available) and with the
parameters characterizing the properties of the density distribution
(slope, concentration, etc.).
Under very broad assumptions, that is, ICM density profile mono-
tonically decreasing with radius, any radial distribution (tempera-
ture, metallicity, etc.) can be expressed as a function of the ICM
distribution (or of the gravitational potential). Furthermore, with
the hypothesis of hydrostatic equilibrium, the temperature profile is
described by the same axis ratios and orientation of the ICM. Then,
both the X-ray surface brightness, equation (17), and the SZ tem-
perature decrement, equation (19), are projections of some function
of ne. Furthermore, the temperature profile can be in principle ex-
tracted taking ratios of the X-ray emission in different energy bands
and is therefore independent of the elongation (Fox & Pen 2002).
Then, a more detailed temperature analysis would constrain impor-
tant features of the temperature profile, such as a possible cool core
radius, but it would not help in providing additional independent
constraints on the shape and orientation of the cluster.
In general, an intrinsic volume density Fv and its projection on
the plane of the sky Fs are related by (Stark 1977)
Fs(ξ ) = 2√ f
∫ ∞
ξ
Fv
ζ
√
ζ 2 − ξ 2
dζ, (38)
where ξ is the ellipsoidal radius in the plane of the sky. For coordinate
axes oriented along the isophotes, ξ 2 = D2d(θ21 + e2pθ22)f /e
; ξ 2
can be rewritten in terms of generic intrinsic (lc) and projected (lp)
scalelengths, related as in equation (12), that is, ξ 2 = D2d(θ21 +
e2pθ
2
2)(lc/lp)2. Since the integral in ζ in equation (38) is proportional
to the intrinsic scalelength, we can write
Fs ∝ Dd θp
e

fs(ep, ψEu; θp; pi , . . .), (39)
where as usual lp = Ddθp and pi are the parameters describing the
3D density function Fv. The structure of equation (39) is the same as
equations (32) and (33), which were obtained for a specific model.
The dependence on the elongation e
 is decoupled from the depen-
dence on the apparent ellipticity and inclination and the parameters
characterizing the 3D profile only accounts for the radial depen-
dence of the projected density. Then, as β can be derived by fitting
the projected isophotes to a β-model, the parameters of a different
profile (slope, concentration, etc.) can be determined by a similar
procedure as well. As before, the intrinsic scalelengths are related
to their projected values as in equation (12). So the statement that
the only information that we can establish on the cluster is its sizes
in the plane of the sky and along the line of sight does not depend
on the particular mass model of the cluster.
The above considerations show that luminosity and surface
brightness observations in the optical band (which are other exam-
ples of projected maps) would provide the same kind of information
on the intrinsic structure as those obtained by X-ray and SZE ob-
servations.
5 PA RT I C U L A R S O L U T I O N S
Having ascertained that a full inversion cannot be performed only
based on 2D maps, I now turn on the possibility of deprojecting
cluster observations under particular assumptions. Let us first con-
sider some intrinsic degeneracies. As well known, when dealing
with projected maps, we are not able to determine which extremity
of the cluster is pointing towards the observer, ei (θEu) = ei (−θEu),
i = {p, 
}. That is why in what follows we will limit our considera-
tions to 0  θEu  π/2. In the same way, the observed quantities are
invariant for ϕEu → ϕEu + π. Elongation and projected ellipticity
are also symmetric around ϕEu = π/2, that is, e
(π/2 + ϕEu) =
e
(π/2 − ϕEu) and the same for ep. Furthermore for ϕEu = π/4, ep
and e
 do not change for e1 → e2 and e2 → e1.
One simple way to break intrinsic degeneracies is to fix the ori-
entation of the line of sight in the intrinsic system of the ellipsoid.
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This lowers the number of unknown parameters by bringing out θEu
and ϕEu. Since observations can determine the elongation and ep
and since the third Euler’s angle can be expressed as function of the
axial ratios and the other two angles, one could think that assuming
that θEu and ϕEu are known, then the inversion to determine e1 and
e2 could be unambiguously performed. Unfortunately, the equations
for e1 and e2,
e
(e1, e2; θEu|fix , ϕEu|fix) = e
|obs , (40)
ep(e1, e2; θEu|fix , ϕEu|fix) = ep
∣
∣
obs , (41)
are not linear. Multiple solutions can exist even when the orientation
of the system is correctly known. The situation gets even worse
when the orientation is not exactly fixed to the actual direction.
When performing a deprojection, one can make an attempt to fix the
inclination angles to some particular (trial) values and then check
if the inversion is possible under this assumption. Unfortunately,
choosing a trial orientation for the line of sight we are not even
assured about the existence of even one solution. Just as an example,
if the line of sight of a triaxial system with e1 = 0.7 and e2 = 1.2
lies along cos θEu = 1/2 and ϕEu = π/3, then the equation system
for e1 and e2 does not have a real solution even if the trial values
are fixed to cos θEu|trial = 1/2 and (ϕEu|trial −ϕEu)/ϕEu = 10−2, that
is, with a very small error 
ϕEu ∼ 0.5 deg. On the other hand, for
(ϕEu|trial − ϕEu)/ϕEu = −10−2, there are two solutions.
It can then be useful to consider some particular assumptions un-
der which the solution exists and is unique. Interesting configuration
is either an aligned triaxial or an axially symmetric ellipsoid. Un-
der the assumption that one of the principal axes of the ellipsoid is
aligned with the line of sight, the inversion can be easily performed
and the intrinsic axial ratios are easily recovered. This hypothesis
was exploited in De Filippis et al. (2005) to deproject a sample of
luminous X-ray clusters with SZE observations. As an example,
when the x3,int-axis is aligned with the line of sight, that is, θEu = 0
and ϕEu = π/2, then the maximum between e1 and e2 will be ep/e

and the minimum 1/e
 (as usual e3 = 1).
Another very popular choice is assuming that the cluster shape
is nearly axially symmetric (Sereno et al. 2006). In this case the
ICM distribution is characterized by just two parameters: the ratio
of the minor to the major axis, qint( 1), and the inclination angle, i,
between the line of sight and the polar axis. If the polar axis lies along
the x3,int-axis, then i = θEu. The major (minor) axis of the isophotes
coincides with the projection of the polar angle if the ellipsoid is
prolate (oblate). A useful parameter to quantify the triaxiality degree
of an ellipsoid is
T = emid − emin
emax − emin , (42)
where emin, emid and emax are e1, e2 and e3 sorted in growing order.
Oblate and prolate clusters correspond to T = 0 and 1, respectively.
The projected ellipticity and the elongation of a prolate cluster
can be easily expressed in terms of the intrinsic parameters (Sereno
et al. 2006),
ep =
√
1 − (1 − q2int
)
cos2 i
qint
, (43)
e
 =
1 − (1 − q2int
)
cos2 i
qint
. (44)
The previous couple of equations can be then easily inverted to infer
the intrinsic shape,
qint = e

e2p
, (45)
cos i = ep
√
e2p − e2

e4p − e2

. (46)
A prolate-like solution is then admissible only when the size along
the line of sight is larger than the minimum width in the plane of
the sky, that is, when
e
  ep. (47)
The relations between the intrinsic parameters of an oblate cluster
and its observable features are (Sereno et al. 2006)
ep = 1√
(
1 − q2int
)
cos2 i + q2int
, (48)
e
 =
√
1 +
(
1
q2int
− 1
)
cos2 i . (49)
Then,
qint = 1
epe

, (50)
cos i =
√
e2
 − 1
e2pe
2

 − 1
. (51)
An oblate-like solution is admissible only when the size along the
line of sight is larger than the maximum size in the plane of the sky,
that is, when
e
  1. (52)
Both the prolate and the oblate solutions are admissible at the same
time only when
1  e
  ep, (53)
that is, when the size along the line of sight is intermediate with
respect to the projected dimensions. Even the assumption of axial
symmetry is not enough in general to have a unique solution, but
one has to specify if the cluster is assumed to be either prolate or
oblate.
Let us now consider if, given a random orientation of the line of
sight, it is more likely that the observed elongation and ellipticity are
compatible with either a prolate or an oblate solution or with both of
them. If clusters are randomly oriented, then they uniformly occupy
the cos θEu − ϕEu plane. A cluster will be more likely interpreted
as prolate than as oblate if the total area of the loci in the cos θEu −
ϕEu plane where only the prolate solution is admissible (grey regions
in Fig. 1) is larger than that corresponding to the oblate case (black
regions). In Fig. 1, we show the regions in the cos θEu − ϕEu plane
where a prolate and/or an oblate solution is possible for three dif-
ferent sets of intrinsic axial ratio. You can also note the recurrence
properties in the cos θEu − ϕEu. We consider a nearly prolate cluster
with e1 = 1.3, e2 = 1.4 (T = 0.75), a nearly oblate ellipsoid with
e1 = 0.7, e2 = 0.6 (T = 0.25) and a pure triaxial specimen, e1 = 1.2,
e2 = 0.8 (T = 0.5). Even when the cluster is intrinsically close to
either a prolate (T = 0.75) or an oblate (T = 0.25) geometry, pro-
jection effects nearly completely hide this property and conflicting
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Figure 1. Solution domains as a function of the orientation angles of the line of sight for three different triaxial ellipsoids. The grey, black and white regions
denote the loci of line-of-sight directions in which only the prolate, only the oblate and both solutions are admissible, respectively. e3 is fixed to 1. Left-hand
panel: a nearly prolate ellipsoid, e1 = 1.3, e2 = 1.4. Middle panel: a nearly oblate ellipsoid, e1 = 0.7, e2 = 0.6. Right-hand panel: a pretty triaxial ellipsoid,
e1 = 1.2, e2 = 0.8.
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Figure 2. Solution domains as a function of the intrinsic axis ratio. e3 is
fixed to 1. The white and black spotted regions denote the loci of axial ratio
for which the double and the oblate solutions are more likely, respectively.
domains in the cos θEu − ϕEu plane have very similar extensions.
However, for most of the orientations, both solutions are compati-
ble with the observed quantities. These relative proportions change
when the cluster gets more triaxial (T = 0.5). In that case the areas
of the three different domains are similar.
In Fig. 2 we consider the most likely domain as a function of the
intrinsic axial ratios. The most likely condition, for fixed values of
e1 and e2, is determined by checking which existence conditions
are fulfilled by elongation and projected ellipticity when averaged
over the cos θEu − ϕEu plane, that is, 〈e
〉ϕEu,θEu > 〈ep〉ϕEu,θEu for a
most likely oblate solution, 〈e
〉ϕEu,θEu < 1 for a most likely prolate
solution and 1  〈e
〉ϕEu,θEu  〈ep〉ϕEu,θEu for a most likely double
solution. For a large range of axial ratios, the cluster projections
are compatible with both solutions. This holds in particular for the
large central squared area in Fig. 2, corresponding to 0.4  e1, e2 
2.5, and in the region corresponding to nearly prolate clusters (e1 ∼
e2 > 1). We see that in the parameter range explored in Fig. 2,
0.1  e1, e2  10, there are no locations where the case of only
prolate solution is the most likely.
6 A P P ROX I M AT E D E P RO J E C T I O N S
Let us now consider the error made when the intrinsic shape of the
cluster if inferred under the assumption that the cluster is either
aligned with the line of sight or axially symmetric. Since we are
not interested in observational noise but just in the intrinsic error
due to degeneracies in the deprojection, we suppose to have fiducial
X-ray, SZE and GL data and that we can analyse them using the
proper density distributions. This implies that we can get a correct
measurement of both elongation and ellipticity from observations.
Elongation and ellipticity depend only on the intrinsic ellipticity
parameters, e1, e2 and e3, and on the orientation of the line of sight,
ϕEu and θEu, see Section 2. As discussed in Section 5, e
 and ep
are all we need to perform the deprojection under the hypothesis of
either a triaxial system aligned with the line of sight or an ellipsoid
of revolution. Then, in order to evaluate the error made in the depro-
jection we have just to compare the intrinsic values (that we can fix
at the beginning) to the ones inferred under the procedures outlined
in Section 5. For this, it is useful to consider the maximum axial
ratio, qmax = emin/emax, that is, the ratio of the minor to the major
axis of the intrinsic ellipsoid.
In Figs 3 and 4 (upper panels), we consider the error made as
a function of the line-of-sight orientation for two different sets of
axial ratios: a nearly oblate case with e1 = 0.6, e2 = 0.7 (T = 0.25,
qmax = 0.6) in Fig. 3 and a triaxial case with e1 = 1.2, e2 = 0.8
(T = 0.5, qmax = 2/3) in Fig. 4. The inversion under the respective
hypothesis cannot be performed for the directions filling the black
regions. The situation for a nearly prolate cluster with T = 0.75 are
very similar to the nearly oblate case with T = 0.25 if we interchange
the positions of the middle and the right-hand panel in Fig. 3. Under
the hypothesis that the line of sight is along one of the principal
axes of the ellipsoid, the axial ratio will be overestimated, that is, the
cluster will end up looking rounder. Obviously, the error is minimum
when the lining-up is pretty much satisfied (θEu ∼ π/2 and ϕEu ∼ 0
or π/2, θEu ∼ 0). On the other hand, the loci of orientations, where
the deviation is maximum, depend on the intrinsic geometry of the
ellipsoid. For axial ratios close to the oblate case, see Fig. 3, or close
to the prolate geometry (T = 0.75), we have 
qmax  0.25 for ϕEu ∼
π/2 and cos θEu ∼ 0.6. For a T = 0.5 shape, see Fig. 4, the deviation
is maximum for ϕEu ∼ π/4 and θEu  π/2, where 
qmax  0.30.
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Figure 3. Deviation of the inferred maximum axial ratio from the actual one (
qmax). The intrinsic parameters are fixed to e1 = 0.6, e2 = 0.7 and e3 = 1. qmax
has been derived under the hypothesis of a triaxial ellipsoid aligned along the line of sight, of a prolate and of an oblate ellipsoid in the left-hand, central and
right-hand panels, respectively. In the upper panels, 
qmax is plotted as a function of the Euler’s angle of the line of sight. Contours of equal derived qmax are
drawn in steps of 0.05. The thick line traces the loci of points where the deprojection gives the actual qmax. The hypotheses break down in the black regions.
In the bottom panels, the normalized probability distribution of the deviation 
qmax is considered. Data are binned at intervals of 0.01. The shadowed and
light-shadowed regions contain the 68.3 per cent and the whole range of the inferred values, respectively.
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Figure 4. The same as in Fig. 3, but for e1 = 1.2, e2 = 0.8 and e3 = 1 (T = 0.5).
Under the hypothesis of axial symmetry, the maximum axial ratio
can be either overestimated or underestimated. Let us first consider
the nearly oblate intrinsic shape represented in Fig. 3. Under the
assumption of oblate geometry (right-hand panel), for most of the
orientations the error will be in the range −0.1  
qmax  0.1;
the maximum deviation, 
qmax  0.25, occurs near the forbidden
region for large values of ϕEu(∼π/2). Deviations will be much larger
under the assumption of a prolate geometry (middle panel). It can
be easily seen that the region where −0.1  
qmax  0.1 is much
smaller than the corresponding one obtained under the oblateness
assumption. For a triaxial intrinsic shape (Fig. 4), the oblate and the
prolate hypotheses work pretty much in the same way.
The normalized probability distributions of the deviation

qmax are plotted in the bottom panels of Figs 3 and 4. The
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Figure 5. Inferred axial ratio as a function of the triaxiality parameter T under different hypotheses. The true qmax is fixed to 1/3, as shown by the horizontal
lines. The full line represents the inferred qmax averaged over the orientations of the line of sight, assumed to be randomly distributed. The shadowed and
light-shadowed regions contain the 68.3 per cent and the whole range of the inferred values, respectively. qmax has been derived under the hypothesis of a
triaxial ellipsoid aligned along the line of sight, of a prolate and of an oblate ellipsoid in the left-hand, central and right-hand panel, respectively.
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Figure 6. The same as in Fig. 5, but for an intrinsic qmax = 2/3.
distributions have been obtained under the hypothesis of ran-
domly oriented clusters, so that the probability of a deviation,
P(
qmax) d
qmax is proportional to the area in the ϕEu − cos θEu
plane of the region where the values of the deviation are between

qmax and 
qmax + d 
qmax. The portions of the grey regions above
or below the averaged value refer to the same total area in the cos θEu
− ϕEu plane. Both the light-grey regions below and above the aver-
age correspond to a region in the cos θEu − ϕEu plane whose area is
15.8 per cent of the total. The fact that the light-grey region below
the average has a smaller extension than that above means that in
the corresponding region in the cos θEu − ϕEu plane the range of

qmax values is much smaller than in the other one. As general fea-
tures, we see that the aligned triaxial hypothesis overestimates the
axis ratio and that, in general, there is always a long tail for large
positive values of 
qmax, that is, there is always a chance that the
cluster appears nearly round. In the case of T = 0.25, the average
value of the deviation is 0.09, −0.06 and  0 for an aligned triaxial,
prolate or oblate assumption, respectively.
The total range of inferred qmax under different hypotheses and
for various orientations of the line of sight depends in general on
the triaxiality degree of the cluster. In Figs 5 and 6, we show the
general features of the inferred axial ratio as a function of the tri-
axiality parameter T for two different intrinsic axial ratios, qmax =
1/3 and 2/3, respectively. In particular, we consider the value of
the inferred qmax averaged over all the possible orientations of the
line of sight, the range including the 68.3 per cent of the inferred
axial ratios around the averaged value (grey regions), and the total
range of inferred values (light-shadowed region). These values try
to summarize the full information contained in the θEu−ϕEu plane,
as shown for single T values in Figs 3 and 4.
The extension of the grey regions in Figs 5 and 6 has the same
meaning as in the bottom panels of Figs 3 and 4. If we make the hy-
pothesis of a triaxial cluster aligned with the line of sight, the error
is nearly independent of the effective triaxiality. The axial ratio qmax
will be overestimated in average by 0.07 (0.05)  
qmax  0.12
(0.08) for an actual intrinsic axial ratio of emin/emax = 1/3 (2/3).
The range for the 68.3 per cent of the orientations is of 0.01 (0.01) 

qmax  0.23 (0.14), whereas the total range spans from the true
value to a maximum of qmax ∼ 1, that is, an apparently round ge-
ometry, for T ∼ 0.4 (0.45).
If we make the hypothesis that the cluster is prolate, the error
decreases with the cluster effectively approaching a nearly prolate
shape (T → 1). For emin/emax = 1/3 (2/3), the average deviation is as
large as  −0.09 (−0.11) for T → 0, and is really small (|
qmax| 
0.02) for T  0.4 (0.5). The range for the 68.3 per cent of the
orientations is of −0.22 (−0.22)  
qmax  0.08 (0.03) for T = 0,
−0.13 (−0.08)  
qmax  0.12 (0.09) for T  0.4 (0.6) and goes
to 0 for T → 1. The full range is of −0.22 (−0.22)  
qmax 
0.24 (0.15) for T = 0, −0.13 (−0.11)  
qmax  0.59 (0.29) for
T  0.4 (0.5) and, as usual, goes to 0 for T → 1.
Under the hypothesis of an oblate geometry the situation is re-
versed. For emin/emax = 1/3 (2/3), the average deviation is small
(|
qmax|  0.02) for T  0.3 (0.4) and goes to ∼−0.14 (−0.13)
for T → 1. The range for the 68.3 per cent of the orientations starts
from 0 at T = 0, is of −0.09 (−0.06)  
qmax  0.11 (0.08) for T 
0.2 (0.2) and goes to −0.22 (−0.22)  
qmax  − 0.03 (−0.01) for
T = 1. The full range is of −0.14 (−0.12)  
qmax  0.59 (0.32)
for T  0.4 (0.45) and −0.22 (−0.22)  
qmax  0.22 (0.3) for
T = 1.
7 BA D I D E N T I F I C AT I O N S O F A X I A L LY
S Y M M E T R I C E L L I P S O I D S
As seen in Section 5, even under the strong assumption that we are
observing an ellipsoid of revolution, the derivation of the intrinsic
parameters is in general not unique. In fact, for an axially symmetric
cluster whose size along the line of sight is intermediate with respect
to its width and the length in the plane of the sky, equation (53), we
cannot establish whether it is either prolate or oblate.
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Figure 7. Intrinsic (wrong) parameters of an intrinsically prolate ellipsoid inferred under the oblate hypothesis as a function of the true intrinsic parameters.
In the shadowed regions, the wrong inversion cannot be performed. Left-hand panel (a): inferred axial ratio qint. Thick contour values run from 0.9 to 0.1 with
steps of 0.1; thin contour values run from 0.09 to 0.01 with steps of 0.01. Right-hand panel (b): inferred inclination cos i. Contour values run from 0.1 to 0.7
with steps of 0.1.
7.1 Prolate as oblate
A prolate cluster can have the same projected map of an oblate
system. An oblate-like deprojection for a prolate ellipsoid is possible
only when equation (52) holds. In terms of the intrinsic parameters
of the prolate cluster, the inclination angle has to be greater than a
given threshold,
cos i  1√
1 + qint
; (54)
if i  π/4, there is always a possible, but wrong, oblate-like solu-
tion. As can be seen from Fig. 7, assuming a population of prolate
ellipsoids randomly oriented, most of them will project in the sky
in a way that is compatible with an oblate morphology.
An erroneous hypothesis on the morphology affects the estimate
of the intrinsic parameters. Here, let us consider the error made when
considering as oblate an intrinsically prolate cluster. If equation (54)
holds, the inversion can be performed to infer wrong values for
qint and i which are still compatible with the observations. To find
such wrong parameters and infer the error made badly identifying a
prolate system for an oblate one, we have to substitute in equations
(50) and (51) the expressions of ep and e
 for a prolate cluster,
equations (43) and (44). The inferred axial ratio and cosine of the
inclination angle are
q2int
[
1 − (1 − q2int
)
cos2 i
]3/2 (55)
and
qint
√
√
√
√
[
1 − (1 − q2int
)
cos2 i
]2 − q2int
[
1 − (1 − q2int
)
cos2 i
]3 − q4int
, (56)
respectively. Results are shown in Fig. 7. In general, the inferred
axial ratio is less than the actual one. The inferred wrong parameters
are sensitive to the intrinsic axial ratio but depend very weakly on the
inclination angle. In general the inferred axial ratio increases with
the true axial ratio. From equations (54) and (55), we get an upper
limit for the inferred wrong axial ratio, which is √qint. For qint 
0.4, the inferred value trails the actual one by 0.2; for qint  0.7, the
gap is reduced to ∼0.1. Whatever is the value of i, an intrinsically
pretty elongated prolate cluster (qint  0.2) can be misidentified for
an oblate object with a large inclination (cos i  0.2). On the other
hand, a nearly round even if slightly prolate object (qint  0.8), can
appear as an oblate cluster with 0.6  cos i  0.7.
7.2 Oblate as prolate
Let us now consider when and how an oblate cluster is projected in a
way compatible with a prolate geometry. As can be seen from equa-
tion (47) and equations (48) and (49), the condition to be fulfilled
is
cos i 
√
qint
1 + qint . (57)
Comparing the areas in Figs 7 and 8 where a double solution is
allowed and assuming a random orientation, we can see how is it
more likely that a prolate object is interpreted as oblate than the
inverse case. Under the assumption that an oblate cluster is prolate,
one will get the wrong intrinsic axial ratio
[
1 +
(
1
q2int
− 1
)
cos2 i
]3/2
q2int, (58)
and the wrong inclination (expressed in terms of the cosine)
√
√
√
√
q2int −
[(
1 − q2int
)
cos2 i + q2int
]2
q2int −
[(
1 − q2int
)
cos2 i + q2int
]3 . (59)
As can be seen from equations (57) and (58), the upper limit for the
inferred wrong axial ratio is √qint, as in the previous case. Results
are shown in Fig. 8. The inferred axial ratio is less than the actual
one, that is, to compensate for the wrong assumption, the cluster is
supposed to be more elliptical. Errors can be very large. An highly
flattened oblate object nearly edge-on (qint  0.2, cos i  0.2) can
be interpreted as a very elongated prolate cluster nearly face-on.
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Figure 8. Intrinsic (wrong) parameters of an intrinsically oblate ellipsoid inferred under the prolate hypothesis as a function of the true intrinsic parameters.
In the shadowed regions, the wrong inversion cannot be performed. Left-hand panel (a): inferred axial ratio qint. Contour values run from 0.1 to 1 with steps of
0.1. Right-hand panel (b): inferred inclination cos i. Contour values run from 0.9 to 0 with steps of 0.1. For inferred values smaller than 0.4, contours are pretty
close to each other.
8 D I S C U S S I O N
The combined analysis of X-ray, SZE and GL maps can determine
the elongation of the cluster along the line of sight, its width and
length in the plane of the sky and an unbiased estimate of the Hubble
constant. Even if the temperature, metallicity and the density profile
of the ICM can be determined, the shape and orientation of the
cluster cannot be fully constrained.
The restrictive assumption of an axially symmetric geometry is
in general not enough. In fact, a prolate cluster can cast on the plane
of the sky in the same way of an oblate ellipsoid with different
inclination and axial ratio and vice versa. Then, in general one must
assume that the cluster is either prolate or oblate. Even if for some
particular combinations of orientation and intrinsic ellipticity only
one axially symmetric solution is possible, there are always some
more triaxial configurations compatible with data.
Under the hypothesis that the cluster is prolate or oblate, the in-
version is likely to estimate the cluster more elliptical than the actual
value. The main shortcoming is that forcing an axially symmetric
geometry to fit an actually triaxial cluster can strongly bias the anal-
ysis: even the projection of a nearly prolate, but intrinsically triaxial
cluster can be compatible, for some orientations of the system, only
with an oblate geometry but not compatible with a prolate one and
vice versa. On the other hand, assuming that the cluster is triaxial
and aligned with the line of sight is a more conservative approach.
The cluster looks rounder and the minor to major axis ratio is likely
to be overestimated by ∼0.1, but we are assured that the intrinsic
geometry is not completely mistaken.
A very useful additional information for the inversion is the
knowledge of the orientation in the plane of the sky of the projection
of one of the intrinsic axes of the ellipsoid. This cannot be obtained
by analysing projected maps, but other approaches could be viable.
Unless clusters are axially symmetric bodies with internal stream-
ing motions about a fixed symmetry axis, line-of-sight rotational
motions along apparent major axis are in general associated with
velocity gradients along apparent minor axes (Contopoulos 1956).
This effect can then be studied under suitable approximations, that
is, that the velocity field is made up of an overall figure rotation
about either the shortest or the longest principal axis together with
internal streaming around that axis (Binney 1985). These theoretical
velocity fields can then be projected on to the plane of the sky and
compared with observations. However, current detections of veloc-
ity gradients in galaxy clusters are still uncertain (Hwang & Lee
2007; Sereno 2007, and references therein).
A more direct approach to map out the 3D structure of a rich
cluster is through distance measurements for individual members.
Distances could be obtained using the method of surface brightness
fluctuations (Mei et al. 2007) or empirical relationships based on
Tully–Fisher or D−σ distance indicators (Masters et al. 2006). This
method is limited to very nearby clusters, but would give a complete
3D description of the cluster galaxy distribution.
The theoretical analysis performed in this paper has the advan-
tage of clearly showing the main degeneracies of the inversion pro-
cedure. The simple isothermal β-model was enough to show what
we can learn on the 3D structure of galaxy clusters from projected
maps. Such an analysis avoided some final χ2 fitting procedure to
some particular simulated map, a method which could miss some
important facets of the degeneracy question.
In this paper, I have considered projected X-ray, SZE and GL
maps. In any case, luminosity and surface brightness observations
in the optical band would provide the same kind of information. Fur-
thermore, if some assumptions are relaxed and we let the galaxy dis-
tribution have a different intrinsic shape with respect to the ICM, we
should determine two more intrinsic axial ratios. In any case, some
other observational constraints could be used in this case. Assuming
that galaxy and ICM 3D distributions have the same orientation but
different ellipticities, then their isophotes would be misaligned in
projection (Romanowsky & Kochanek 1998).
The hydrostatic equilibrium assumption, used in this paper to re-
late GL observations to the other maps, could be substituted by other
theoretical hypotheses. The assumption of a measurable and con-
stant baryon fraction has been suggested as a different way to break
the degeneracy between the Hubble constant and the elongation
(Cooray 1998). However, all such different theoretical assumptions
C© 2007 The Author. Journal compilation C© 2007 RAS, MNRAS 380, 1207–1218
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aim to break the same degeneracy. If used together they would over-
constrain some facets of the problem, but would not shed light on
other undetermined features, such as the orientation issue.
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